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Roses-Winter Protection 
 
Roses must be protected against low winter temperatures but also against fluctuating temperatures.  New York 
state winters are hard on roses and protection at this time is necessary.  Plants go through some physiological 
changes to prepare for winter. 
 
There are a few things we can do to enhance this process.  First of all, do not give the plant any fertilizer after 
July 1.  Another step we can take is to not cut the late flowers in the fall.  By letting these flowers mature and dry 
on the plant, it encourages the hardening off of the plant tissue. 
 
Bush Roses_ Hybrid Teas, Grandifloras and Floribundas 

1.   After the first killing frost, mound up 10-12 inches of soil around the base of the plants. 
2.   In areas where temperatures regularly stay below zero, such as upstate New York, Pile straw, hay or rotten 

straw manure around plants.  Throw a few shovelfuls of soil on top to keep the material in place.  Rose 
cones or inverted baskets may also be used. 

3.   Prune canes that are taller than two feet in order to prevent whipping about in winter wind.  These may 
also be tied to a stake. 

4.   Remove covering materials such as straw and soil in spring as soon as severe frost has passed. 
5.   Major pruning should be done in the spring when winter killed wood and old or weak canes can be re-

moved 
 
Climbing Roses 
After the first killing frost, detach the plant from its support and tie the canes together.  Bind the canes to the 
ground arching them near the plants base to avoid breaking.  Pin the canes down with crossed stakes.  Mound the 
soil over the entire plant and drive a stake into the ground at each corner of the mound to mark the spot. Remove 
the soil in the spring after danger of severe frost has passed.  Climbing roses in more protected locations can be 
wrapped in burlap (around the canes) and mounded with soil as described above for bush roses. 
 
Tree Roses 
The tree rose also requires protection in the winter by covering the plant with soil, Do this by digging carefully 
under the roots on one side of the plant until the plant can be pulled over on the ground without breaking all the 
root connections in the soil.  Cover the entire plant with several inches of soil.  In the spring, after the soil thaws 
and danger of frost has passed, remove the soil cover and set the plant upright again.  Prune in the spring by re-
moving dead wood and cutting back the live canes to a length of 8-12 inches.  Shape the overall structure of the 
plant into a desirable tree form.  Tree roses may require heavy pruning in the spring and some pruning during the 
growing season to keep them from becoming too large for the stems.  
 
This publication contains pesticide recommendations. Changes in pesticide regulations occur constantly and hu-
man errors are still possible. Some materials mentioned may no longer be available and some uses may no longer 
be legal. All pesticides distributed, sold or applied in New York State must be registered with the New York State 
Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC). Questions concerning the legality and/or registration status 
for pesticide use in New York State should be directed to the appropriate Cornell Cooperative Extension Special-
ist or your regional DEC office. READ THE LABEL BEFORE APPLYING ANY PESTICIDE 


